Mani and the Persian world-years

The Aryans divided the cosmic time into four periods (Av. ratu,
Skt. yuga).
The Indo-Aryans (the Purāṇa) described the four Yugas as the four
periods of the Deva; one human year (of 360 days) is one day and
night of the Deva. According to the Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇa (I.2.29) the
first Yuga, Kṛtayuga extends over 4 000 years with a (morning)
twilight period (saṃdhyā) of 400 years before its actual advent and an
(evening) twilight period of 400 years after (saṃdhyāṁśa). The three
other Yugas, Tretāyuga, Dvāparayuga, and Kaliyuga consist
respectively of a period of 3 000, 2 000 and 1 000 years preceded by
and followed by saṃdhyā and saṃdhyāṁśa each extending over a
period of 300, 200 and 100 years.
The Perso-Aryans considered the twelve millennia as the bounded
time (called in the Avesta zrvānəm darəγō.xvaδātəm), in contrast to the
boundless Time. The bounded Time of the Perso-Aryans is divided
into four periods of 3 000 years; the first period is the period “of
thought” (Av. mańyava-), and the three others the periods of life (Av.
gaēiθya-). We know that the Millennium of Yima (or, that of
Zaraθuštra) is divided into three periods of 300 years and a transitional
period to the next millennium; this transition period is called, in
Avesta, θβarəsah (rendered by Pers. brīn). According to the
Bundahišn, 239-40, when the rule of the millennium came to
Capricornus (tenth millennium), Zaraθuštra came for prophecy from
Ahura Mazdā to king Vištāspa.
Mani followed the Aryan tradition of an aeon of 12 millennia, and
fitted it into his own picture of the world. Each millennium has a
period of 100 years, but not as the final period of the world-year in the
Persian model, but as an additional period; this extra period is called
peyvann/ Sogd. pacβand ‘connection’ (≈ Ind. saṃdhyā). Mani himself
lived in the last millennium, that of Pisces. In the Šābuhragān, Mani
spoke of himself thus: “Thereupon this revelation has come down, the
prophecy in this last age through me, Mani, the messenger of the god
of truth to Bbylonia.”1 In a Manichaean Chinese Treatise, Moni
guangfo jiaofayi lüe it is said that: “According to the po-ssŭ pʿo-pʿi
calendar, there are since the beginning of the world twelve
constellations which govern different eras… In the year 527 of the era
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governed by the twelfth constellation called Pisces2, Mani, the Buddha
of Light was born …” 3. Thus he adopted the Babylonian version of
the Seleucid era, which began with April 3, 311 B.C., and identified
the years of that era with the years of the last millennium, that of
Pisces.
There exists an interesting Sogdian fragment which shows how the
Manichaeans adopted the Persian world-year calendar. It seems that
the Manichaeans appended the extra periods of the whole Time, to the
last millennium. This millennium began in the spring of – 310 (the
beginning of the Seleucid Babylonian era) and ended in the spring of
A.D. 690. Hereafter the additional period, amounting to 1200 years,
began. We know that the extra period of the millennium of Yima was
accompanied by harsh and horrible winter; the extra period of the
Millennium of Zaraθuštra was called the corrupted Iron Age. The
Manichaeans called this additional period tārāc in Sogdian, which may
have meant ‘darkness’ (or, less likely, ‘plunder’). ʾ
A Sogdian fragment, M 767 ii4
R
1
iii [zʾr] srδδ ◦◦ dwlyy ii zʾr ◦◦ mʾsyʾgyh
zʾ[r] srδδ ◦◦ ◦◦ cʾf šwʾ ◦ wʾfyδδ rtww
jmnw ◦ myyδδ ◦ mʾx ◦◦ ʾtyy srδδ ◦ kyštskwn
◦◦ ʾtyy γrf srδyt wβʾ kyy xii ʾnxrtyh
ʾxšʾwn sʾt nyjtyy ◦◦ kδδryy tʾrʾc ◦◦
xšyyndk ◦[◦] (c)[y](wyδδ) pyδʾr ʾfcmbδyy ʾmʾγwn
V
7
p[. .]. (w)tyy ʾstyy ◦ pww xyp[δ]ʾw[nd sr]cyy (/ pr]cyy)
xrtyy ʾstyy ◦◦ ʾnxr(ty)y zʾr zʾr s[r δy]t ◦◦
ʾtyy ms wrg kww mʾsyʾg prm wyspw
ʾnxryy zʾr zʾr srδδ ʾxšʾ(wn) ptšmyrtyy
◦◦ tym CC pcβndyy ◦◦ vii pxryt(yh) ◦◦
ʾtyy vii pxryyt pr ʾf[cmb]δδ ʾxšwnyt
‘… [at the beginning of the dominion of Capricornus] 3 000 years
[remain], of Aquarius 2 000, of Pisces 1000. Much has gone, by so
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many moments5, hours, days, months, and years, (the duration of the
dominion of the twelve) decreases. And it is many years that the
dominion6 of the twelve constellations7 has totally expired. Now tʾrʾc8
is dominating. For this reason, the whole of the world is … (?
pwʾnwtyy ‘without protection’), it has been going without a master
(or) … (? prcyy ‘support’, srcyy ‘chieftain’).
The thousand years each of the constellations. And, from Aries to
Pisces, the dominion of each constellation is accounted a thousand
years each, again, a hundred years in connection.
Of the seven planets9. And the seven planets (are) the rulers of the
world …’

(Raham Asha)
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. ratu = 10 seconds.
. exšāvan ≈ Pers. xvadāyīh.
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